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SweetSauna
YOUR PRIVATE SPA AREA
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THE ESSENCE
OF WELL-BEING
The precious bouquet of durmast wood.
The fragrance of aromatic essences.
The energy of heat.
The harmony of design.
Unconventional elements that innovate tradition.
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SweetSauna 90

SweetSauna
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YOUR PLEASURE
In less than 3 square metres, a real Finnish sauna that offers a new outlook on
the Nordic tradition, based on mood-setting aromatic essences, music and
wellness circuits.
The use of lights and colours, the choice of materials, the ergonomic layout of
the commands and the harmony of design take the intensity of this heat bath
to a new level of elegance and luxury.

SweetSauna 90

HEAT BATH

AROMAS

The internal heater, located next to the
crystal or marble wall that provides
the cabin with a touch of nobility and
elegance, recreates the conditions of a
Finnish sauna: temperature of 90°C and
10-20% relative humidity. Conditions that
guarantee fast and localized sweating.

The natural scent of durmast makes this
heat bath even more enveloping,
while a selection of delicate essences
accompanies you towards newly fragrant
experiences.
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WELLNESS CIRCUITS

COLOURS

MUSIC

Four different choices based on the main
wellness objectives. One touch to select
your favourite programme and enjoy
a new level of pleasure, following the
sensory suggestions of aromas, colours
and music.

The colour outlines the elegant lines of
the slats, creating the ideal ambiance that
best suits your mood. The light sources
create emotional effects amplified by the
reflections on the crystal or marble walls
behind the heater.

Personalise your Sweet Sauna 90 with
your own favourite music.
Additionally, each of the four different
wellness programmes has its own sound
frequencies track aimed at enhancing the
benefits of each wellness circuit.

SweetSauna
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THINKING
OUTSIDE THE BOX
Asymmetry and unparallel lines suggest imagination and creativity.
The innovative sawed-effect of the natural durmast surfaces expresses passion.
Think outside the box. Choose your own profile.
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SweetSauna
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EXPAND
YOUR VISION
The invention is simplicity.
The innovation is translating simplicity into a life style.
Find your well-being through new perspectives.
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SweetSauna
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YOUR
GENTLENESS
In less than 3 square metres, a thermal sauna that
by irradiating heat recreates the same effect of
an ancient Roman spa, offering soft and coddling sensations.
For a mild heat bath without contraindications.

SweetSauna 50

HEAT BATH

AROMAS

Heat is radiated from the walls to recreate
the beneficial conditions known to ancient
Romans in their spas: a temperature of 50°C
and 10-20% relative humidity.
Conditions that guarantee evenly distributed
and deep sweating.

The natural scent of durmast makes
this heat bath even more enveloping,
while a selection of delicate essences
accompanies you towards newly fragrant
experiences.
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SweetSauna 50

WELLNESS CIRCUITS

COLOURS

MUSIC

Four different choices based on the main
wellness objectives. One touch to select
your favourite programme and enjoy a
new level of gentleness, following the
sensory suggestions of aromas, colours
and music.

The colour outlines the elegant lines of
the slats, creating the ideal ambiance to
comply with your mood. The light sources
create thrilling effects without dispelling the
sense of intimacy.

Personalise your Sweet Sauna 50 with
your own favourite music. Additionally,
each of the four different wellness
programmes has its own sound
frequencies track aimed at enhancing the
benefits of each circuit.

SweetSauna
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A SOFT
EMBRACE
Heat finds its way even when it is discreet.
For the benefit of those seeking a sauna experience in a more delicate
environment but without renouncing concrete benefits.
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SweetSauna
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SweetSauna 50
SweetSauna 90

YOUR
DESIRES
A simple gesture to receive your favourite treatment:
20 minutes immersed in a heat bath,
surrounded by music, colours and the olfactory benefits of the aromas.

EXCITE
Re-energize yourself, with a
selection of dynamic music
sounds and the essences
of orange and ginger.
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WELLNESS
A FINGER-TIP
AWAY
Simple and intuitive to use, the Sweet Sauna 50 capacitive
touch-screen panel allows you to immediately command all of the
circuits and functions simply through your fingertips: it’s the heat of
your finger that expresses your wishes.

RELAX

PURIFY

TONIC

Melt stress away,
cradled by soothing sounds and
the aromas of sweet orange
and lime-blossom.

Restore your inner balance
through stabilizing sound
frequencies and the scent
of pine.

Recharge your body,
accompanied by vigorous
sounds and the essences
of mint and vanilla.

YOUR FREEDOM
Sweet Sauna also means experiencing the wellness circuits in total freedom,
selecting the duration of the heat bath according to your mood and with your favourite colour.

SweetSauna
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EXCLUSIVE
DESIGN,
HIGHEST
EFFICIENCY
Sweet Sauna is designed for maximum two people
without compromising on comfort and the space indispensable for a wellness
experience, while keeping the overall surface area under 3 square metres.
Materials and surfaces are top quality.
Even the sense of touch is rewarded by sensations that only the most precious
materials such as durmast, and an elegant craftsmanship, can provide.
The wide glass door offers excellent soundproofing
while maintaining a visual continuum with the surroundings.
The steel and wooden handle of Sweet Sauna 90
and the steel handle of Sweet Sauna 50
ensure precise and effective opening and closing of the glass door.

SweetSauna 90
SIZE (cm)
179 W x 150 D x 230 H
MINIMUM SIZE
OF HOUSING (cm)
185 W x 155 D x 240 H
WEIGHT
800 kg
VOLTAGE
230 VAC 1P+N+PE
CONSUMPTION
max 3 kW
WALL LINING
BEHIND HEATER
Crystal White
Single white crystal panel
Crystal Black
Single black crystal panel
Luxury Calacatta
Calacatta marble slab
Luxury Eramosa
Eramosa marble slab

Sweet Sauna is quickly installed wherever there are the conditions required as:
minimum space, power and water connection.
Its maintenance is simple and managed by the control panel, that can be
installed in a trolleyed cabinet or remotized without taking up any extra space.

SweetSauna 50
OVERALL SIZE (cm)
154 W x 150 D x 230 H
MINIMUM SIZE
OF HOUSING (cm)
160 W x 155 D x 240 H
Wellness at zero miles
Wellness at home is a life style that
also helps reduce the environmental impact.
Less stress, less pollution.

WEIGHT
630 kg
VOLTAGE
230 VAC 1P+N+PE
CONSUMPTION
max 2,8 kW

Sweet Sauna:
• has a very long mean life span. This reduces the need for raw materials and product disposal;
• has a consumption of maximum 3 kW, an energy consumption compatible with household
requirements;
• is delivered in recyclable wood boxes;
• is produced using materials that are easily separable for recycling;
• 76% of the weight of Sweet Sauna 90 is recyclable.
• 73% of the weight of Sweet Sauna 50 is recyclable.
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Walls
lined with natural
sawed-surface durmast slats

Bench, floor and ceiling
Thermowood® durmast
Handle
Steel and wood

PLAN

FRONT VIEW
179

230

208

137

150

158

131

Walls
lined alternately with natural
brushed durmast slats and
Thermowood® durmast slats

Bench, floor and ceiling
Thermowood® durmast
Handle
Steel

PLAN

FRONT VIEW
154

230

208

137

150

133

131

Sweet Sauna is a CE-mark protected product

SweetSauna
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TM

DESIGN
AND PROGRAMMES
MAKE
SweetSpa
EXCLUSIVE TOO

The Sweet Line also offers Sweet Spa:
in less than 3 square metres, shower, steam bath,
mood-setting treatments and self-treatment wellness circuits.
The steam bath reaches a temperature of 48°C with 98%
relative humidity.
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